CITY COUNCIL AGENDA ITEM
Date:

February 18, 2022

To:

Mark F. Miller, City Manager

From:

Robert J. Bruner, Assistant City Manager
Robert Maleszyk, Chief Financial Officer
Frank Nastasi, Police Chief
Jeanette Menig, Human Resources Director

Subject:

Police Officer Recruitment Incentives

History
The ever-shrinking limited pool of qualified, eligible candidates to fill Police Officer vacancies
continues to be one of our greatest recruitment challenges. While Human Resources and the Police
Department work together to streamline our processes, the unique aspects required by Act 78 limit
our abilities to creatively fill these vacancies.
All of our neighboring communities are competing to attract and retain the same pool of candidates.
Some local municipalities have recently enhanced vacation schedules beyond the traditional multiyear graduated schedules tied to years of service and are now providing four weeks of vacation time
immediately upon hire.
In an effort to remain competitive, City Management seeks to match this enhanced vacation and also
accelerate Police Officer pay steps within the current structure. City Management reached
agreements with the Troy Police Officers Association (TPOA) and the Troy Command Officers
Association (TCOA) to modify the current collective bargaining agreements. The attached tentative
agreements detail the changes.
Financial
The costs for implementing these changes includes both future costs as we hire new officers and
immediate costs as we bring officers who were below the new four-week threshold up to four or five
weeks, and adjust pay for current officers to the accelerated steps.
Many of the command officers are already at the maximum vacation accrual rates, however, some
adjustments need to be made to ensure that the vacation benefit is maintained as officers promote up
the ranks.
There are currently 35 members of the TPOA and TCOA at the maximum vacation accrual. The
remaining 67 officers, depending on their hire dates and relevant position in the vacation accrual
timeline, will realize between a half week and four weeks of additional vacation. Additionally, the
majority of the TPOA members have already attained the top pay step, but 14 current employees
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would see a pay adjustment according to the accelerated pay schedule. The cost of these
adjustments is estimated at $270,000 for fiscal year 2022/2023.
It should be noted that City Management continues to explore options for Police Officer retention in
addition to these immediate recruitment incentive strategies. However, it was necessary to move
forward now with the recruitment incentives due to an upcoming recruitment cycle for Police Officer.
Recommendation
We recommend that City Council ratifies the agreements attached, accelerating the TPOA vacation
accrual schedule and pay steps and the TCOA commensurate vacation accrual. Resolution A
modifying the TPOA agreement should be considered first, as resolution B modifying the TCOA
agreement is predicated on the approval of A.
Legal Review
This item was submitted to the City Attorney for review pursuant to City Charter Section 3.17.
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